What selective forces contribute to eye loss in cave animals? A new study shows the eye and optic tectum of a cave fish consumes 5-17% of the total energy consumption, emphasising that selection to reduce energy consumption may drive eye loss.
Darwin [1] once described animals inhabiting caves as the 'wrecks of ancient life', but long before that they were attracting attention for their suite of seemingly bizarre features commensurate with a life lived in darkness [2] . These features include the acquisition of long 'feelers', such as antennae or whiskers, and the loss of pigmentation, but it is the loss of eyes that has attracted the most interest. How and why do cave-dwelling animals lose a feature that is seemingly so useful? Darwin [1] had an explanation: ''As it is difficult to imagine that the eyes, though useless, could be in any way injurious to animals living in darkness, their loss may be attributed to disuse. '' Post the New Synthesis [3] , this can be rephrased to state that in the darkness of the cave there is no selection pressure to retain eyes, so mutations accumulate that lead to eye loss. Yet this explanation is founded upon the assumption that retaining eyes is in no way injurious to animals, which in turn depends upon one's interpretation of 'injurious'; a trait need not be overtly deleterious to be injurious.
In the case of the eyes, energy consumed by the retina and central nervous tissue that supports visual processing is the key consideration. Numerous recent studies have shown that energy is consumed not only during eye development but also in their maintenance, operation and carriage (reviewed in [4] ). Energy consumed in these processes cannot be used for others, and consequently may be 'injurious' to both survival and reproduction, suggesting that selection to reduce energy expenditure could lead to eye loss in cave fish [5] .
Whether the energy consumed in building, maintaining, carrying and using an eye is sufficient to account for eye loss depends upon the amount of energy consumed by these processes. Because energy consumption can vary considerably among neurons, even within the same nervous system (for example [6, 7] ), these processes must be quantified to permit an accurate assessment of whether vision imposes a substantial energetic burden in surface fish that would be alleviated through eye loss in cave fish. To this end, Moran et al. [8] recently quantified the energy consumption of the Mexican tetra, Astyanax mexicanus, a species that includes both cave-dwelling and surface populations whose biology has been investigated extensively (for review see [9] ).
Moran et al. [8] compared surface fish with eyeless fish from Pachó n cave, intermediate fish from a second cave, Micos, and Pachó n/surface F 2 hybrids.
Fish from these populations all reach similar sizes, and have similar growth rates and activity [10, 11] . The authors extended these comparisons by measuring the relative mass of various organs, a crucial first step to interpreting differences in energy consumption. The relative mass of heart, digestive system and gonads were similar; however, the gills of Pachó n fish and Pachó n/surface F 2 hybrids had greater relative mass than either the surface or Micos fish [8] . They suggest that this difference may be linked to periods of hypoxia, which are known to occur in cave environments.
Clearly, surface fish have larger eyes than their eyeless Pachó n counterparts, but their eyes were also relatively larger than those of the intermediate Micos and hybrid fish [8] . This pattern was repeated when Moran et al. [8] measured relative brain mass, which was 30% greater for surface fish than for fish from the other populations including Pachó n. For both the surface and Micos fish, brain mass increased with eye mass, the larger eyes of the surface fish correlating with their substantially larger brain mass, implying that a substantial proportion of the brain is devoted to visual processing.
Using an oxygen electrode, Moran et al. 
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Pachó n cave. The mass-specific oxygen consumption rate of the brain was similar in fish from both these populations. They also quantified the oxygen consumption of eyes of surface fish in the dark. By combining these measurements, with the allometric scaling relationships obtained from the surface, Pachó n and Micos fish, and whole body metabolic rates obtained from earlier studies [12, 13] , Moran et al. [8] produced a top-down statistical model. This model differs from the bottom-up models (for example [14] ) that have been used to determine the basic molecular and biophysical processes in neural tissue that consume energy, instead permitting estimates to be made of the proportional energy costs of eye and brain across a wide range of sizes. Using this statistical model, it was possible to determine the relative cost of vision, that is, the energy consumed by the eye and optic tectum (the major primary neuropile in the fish brain processing information from the retina) for a particular size of fish.
Remarkably, the model predicted that a 1 gram surface fish expends 17% of its resting metabolism on vision, dropping to 4% above 8 grams, whereas the intermediate Micos fish expend between 12 and 4% of their resting metabolism over the same size range [8] . This suggests that vision is a substantial energy cost, which is correlated with the size of the eyes and central visual processing regions of the fish brain. Moreover, these costs are borne throughout adult life, representing a considerable burden upon the daily energy expenditure of surface fish. Indeed, the work of Moran et al. [8] emphasises that maintaining and using a visual system across a lifetime is likely to incur a larger energy cost than developing an eye. This can explain why cave fish from some populations degrade their eyes late in development: irrespective of when the eyes are degraded it is advantageous because there are energy savings to be made.
In the darkness where vision is redundant, eyeless individuals would have a considerable advantage by requiring less energy in environments where this is typically assumed to be a scarce resource. Moreover, the relationship between eye size, visual neuropile size and energy cost means that the even small reductions in eye size would have consequences for energy consumption, providing a selective advantage. Energy and resources saved through the reduction of the eye and visual neuropiles in cave fish and other cave-dwelling animals could reduce the need for foraging, could be re-invested in promoting survival through other physiological processes (including other sensory modalities) or could be redeployed to increase reproductive effort.
Why does vision incur such high costs even in the dark? The measurements and model of Moran et al. [8] cannot directly answer this issue, but previous empirical and modelling studies have shown that neural tissue is energetically expensive to both use and maintain in both vertebrates and invertebrates (for example [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Other processes in neurons also consume energy, for example, the fusion of vesicles containing neurotransmitter molecules at the synapse consumes energy [7, 14] . Though the movement of ions across the membrane is not the only process consuming energy, it is the main process consuming energy. Although the energy consumption of specific neurons in the visual system of any fish is unknown, photoreceptor energy consumption has been studied in mammals [15, 18] . Vertebrate rods and cones hyperpolarise when exposed to light so that their energy consumption is highest in the dark when they are depolarised [15] . Yet this is not the only cost involved, and as the oxygen consumption measurements of Moran et al. [8] show these costs can be substantial. Such high energetic demands should promote the reduction of neural processing to a functional minimum [4, 17] , and produce strong selective pressure in the energy-limited cave environments.
